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Optical tweezers system measuring the change in light momentum flux
Wilfried Grange, Sudhir Husale, Hans-Joachim Güntherodt, and Martin Hegnera)

Institute of Physics, National Center of Competence in Research (NCCR) Nanoscale Science, University of
Basel, Klingelbergstrasse 82, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

~Received 19 October 2001; accepted for publication 13 March 2002!

This article describes the design of a dual-beam optical tweezers~OT! instrument which, in contrast
to conventional single-beam OT, directly measures the change in light momentum flux when a
trapped object experiences a force. Consequently, no local calibration is needed to measure the force
acting on a trapped particle. The instrument has a high trapping efficiency and forces up to 200 pN
can be measured. In addition, the above-mentioned system operates in conjunction with a
three-dimensional steerable single-beam OT. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It was first demonstrated in 1970 by Ashkin that lig
could be used to trap and accelerate dielectric micron-s
particles.1 For these experiments, a stable optical poten
well was formed using two—slightly divergent—
counterpropagating laser beams. This pioneer study es
lished the groundwork for the well-known optical tweeze
~OT! technique, where a single laser beam is focused b
high numerical aperture~NA! objective lens to a diffraction-
limited spot.2 At the focal point, not only dielectric sphere
can be trapped, but also biological organisms such as c
virus, or bacteria, as shown in 1987 by Ashkin a
co-workers.3,4 The considerable interest of biologists for th
OTs technique comes from the fact that minute forces can
also measured with sub-pN accuracy on the trapped obj5

Since such small forces are not accessible by conventi
techniques such as scanning-force-microscopy-based
niques~in liquid and at room temperature!, OT has become a
major investigation tool in biology~see Refs. 6 and 7 fo
recent reviews!.

In the ray-optics regime, known as the Mie regime, t
origin of optical forces can be understood easily. Sinc
bundle of light rays is refracted when passing through a
electric object, existing rays have a different direction th
incoming rays. This results in a change in the light mom
tum. By conservation of momentum, the change in the li
momentum causes a change in the momentum of the tra
particle. As a result, the particle will feel a force. Optic
forces are, however, very small, since;100 mW of power at
the focus produces only forces of tens of pN. It can be sho
that stable trapping occurs along the optical axis when
gradient force~which is, to a good approximation, propo
tional to the spatial gradient of the light! overcomes thescat-
tering force~caused by Fresnel reflections at the surface
directly proportional to the intensity of the light!. This ex-
plains why~i! high-NA objective lenses have to be used a
~ii ! the back aperture of the objective lens has to be ov

a!Electronic mail: Martin.Hegner@unibas.ch
2300034-6748/2002/73(6)/2308/9/$19.00
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filled. In principle, the change in the direction of the r
fracted rays can be observed on a detector. In this cas
collecting lens, such as a condenser lens, is placed afte
objective lens and converts angular deflections into tra
verse deviationsX(Y). An important point is that the devia
tions X(Y) are directly proportional to the change in ligh
momentum flux ~the force!, if and only if all rays are
collected8 ~the proportionality constant depends on t
known instrument parameters, see Sec. II A!. For a single-
beam OT, this latter condition is never fulfilled because
the light scattering at the back aperture of the objective l
that introduces marginal rays. Therefore, an OT instrum
has to be calibrated by some means. One of the most a
rate calibration procedures consists in determining~i! the
light lever stiffness~in pN nm21! from the thermal power
spectrum and~ii ! the detector sensitivity~in V nm21, to relate
nanometer displacements of the particle in the trap w
volts!. Since both the trap stiffness and the detector sens
ity depend on local parameters~laser power, size or index o
refraction of the particle, local fluid viscosity, etc.!, they have
to be determined for each new experiment. This is certa
an important drawback of the OT technique. To overco
these limitations, one has to collect all the rays and, the
fore, to underfill the back aperture of the objective lens.
this case, the spatial gradient of the light will be too small
overcome the scattering force and trapping cannot be sta
An appealing route to have a stable trapping without ov
filling the back aperture of the objective lens is to use t
counterpropagating laser beams that focus on the s
point.9 As a result, scattering forces, which act only in t
direction of the beam, will compensate each other and sta
trapping is possible. To our knowledge, Smith and c
workers first describe in 1996 the use of a dual-beam
instrument to investigate the mechanical properties of sin
molecules.10 This work studied the response of a ds-DN
single molecule stretched beyond its entropically regime
revealed, thanks to the high trapping efficiency of dual-be
OTs, the existence of an overstretching plateau at 68
Latter, dual-beam OTs have lead to fascinating progres
single-molecule studies. For instance, dual-beam OTs h
been used to investigate~i! the folding–unfolding transitions
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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of single Titin molecules,11 ~ii ! the polymerization of indi-
vidual RecA-DNA filaments,12 ~iii ! the activity of poly-
merase enzymes,13 ~iv! the unfolding of single RNA
molecules,14 and ~v! the package of DNA in viruses.15

Although dual-beam OTs have been used over the
six years, a detailed description about the possible im
mentation of such instruments has not been yet given. In
article, we describe a dual-beam OT instrument, based on
principles mentioned above, and which does not suffer fr
the limitations of conventional single-beam OTs. In partic
lar, it will be shown that this new instrument acts as a fo
transducer by measuring directly~i.e., without any local cali-
brations needed! the change in light momentum flux. Th
trapping efficiency of this instrument is larger than sing
beam OTs, which is of prime importance for biological i
vestigations. In addition, a third trap~fully steerable in three
dimensions! is implemented and allows us to handle micro
sized objects with;40 nm accuracy in the specimen pla
~Sec. III!.

II. DUAL-BEAM OPTICAL TWEEZERS

A. Theoretical considerations

We consider the following experimental setup~shown in
Fig. 1!, where a laser beam is focused by an objective l
L1 and is collected with a condenser lensL2 .16 We further-
more assume that~i! the diameter of the laser beam is mu
smaller than the back aperture of the objective lens,~ii ! L1

and L2 are identical and corrected for infinity~i.e., a colli-
mated laser beam is focused at the focal length of the le!,
and~iii ! L1 andL2 form an afocal system~i.e., a collimated
laser beam emerges as a collimated beam!. In the following,
f will denote the focal length of the two lenses,dBA the
diameter of the back aperture, anddLB the full diameter of
the laser beam. For simplicity, we will now assume that
diameter of the particled is larger than the wavelengthl so
that a ray optics picture is sufficient to calculate the trapp
force ~i.e., we vector sum the momentum of all light rays!.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the lens system and definition of a
lar coordinates.~a! A laser beam~full diameterdLB enters a objective lens
L1 ~back aperture diameterdBA!. The focused rays are collected by a co
denser lens, identical to the objective lens. We assumedLB<dBA so that no
scattered rays are present. A ray~dotted line!, exiting a particle~gray sphere!
at an angleu with respect to the optical axis~Z direction!, hits the detector
at a radial heightr 5n f sinu. ~b! Scheme of the detector. Also are intro

duced the anglef and the unit vectorsı̂ and ̂ ~X andY directions, respec-
tively!. Note that the two lasers should focus at different locations along
Z direction ~see Ref. 9!.
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The forceF exerted by the laser light onto a particle
simply the difference in light momentum flux between t
rays entering the particle and the rays exiting the partic
For a bundle of rays, the momentum flux is given bynW/c,
where n is the index of refraction of the surrounding m
dium, W the power of the light~in watts!, andc the speed of
light. Using angular coordinates,F can be written as8

F5
n

4pc R I ~u,f!~ ı̂ sinu cosf1 ̂ sinu sinf

1 k̂ cosu!dg, ~1!

whereu andf are defined in Fig. 1,I (u,f) is the intensity in
watts per steradian@I (u,f) is negative for rays entering th
particle#, and dg is an element of the solid angle (dg
5sinududf). A detector placed afterL2 converts angular
deviations into transverse deviations. Therefore, one can
write Eq. ~1! as17

F!5
1

c f R E~r ,f!~r @ ı̂ cosf1 ̂ sinf#!dA. ~2!

In the above equation,F! denotes the transverse force felt b
the particle,r is the radial height of a ray exiting the partic
with an angleu (r 5n f sinu), E(r ,f) is the intensity per unit
area on the detector~in W m22!, anddA is an element of area
on the detector (dA5rdrdf). It is natural to decompose Eq
~2! into two componentsFX and FY for the X ~along theı̂

axis! andY ~along thê axis! directions, respectively,

FX5
1

c f R E~r ,f!~ ı̂ r cosf!dA, ~3a!

FY5
1

c f R E~r ,f!~ ̂r sinf!dA. ~3b!

The right-hand sides of Eqs.~3a! and~3b! are quantities that
can be measured with a position sensing detector~PSD!. In-
deed, a two-dimensional PSD allows a separation of thX
and Y components and can be designed to give output c
rentsI X andI Y that are related to the weighted component
the light intensity as follows:

I X5aE E~X,Y!
X

R
dX dY, ~4a!

I Y5aE E~X,Y!
Y

R
dX dY, ~4b!

where 2R is the effective length of the PSD~i.e., the distance
between the two electrodes!, anda is a factor describing the
efficiency of the detector~V W21 at the trap!. Identifying
Eqs.~3! and ~4! gives the simple result:

FX5
I XR

ca f
, ~5a!

FY5
I YR

ca f
. ~5b!

In conclusion, the force acting on a particle can be de
mined without any local calibration since the quantitiesR, a,
andf depend only on instrument parameters that do not v
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with the experimental conditions. It is obvious that Eqs.~5a!
and ~5b! hold only in the case where all light rays are co
lected. Therefore, a dual-beam instrument is needed~Sec. I!.
Let us finally mention that Eqs.~5a! and ~5b! have been
derived using ray optics theory. In the following sections,
will see, however, that the instrument we have built s
works properly when the latter approximation isa priori not
fulfilled.

B. Instrument design

1. Injection and detection of the lasers

Since two counterpropagating laser beams are use
trap a single particle, it is important to be able to det
transverse deviations for one laser~say,A! without any per-
turbation~e.g., loss of power! on the other laser~say,B!. This
problem is solved by the use of polarized beam splitt
~PBS! ~03PBS064, Melles Griot, Irvine, CA! and quarter-
wave ~QW! plates ~QWPO-830-08-4-R10, CVI, Albuquer
que, NM!, as described in detail below.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup used to~i! inject
the two lasers and~ii ! detect transverse deviations~i.e.,
forces!. As described previously~Sec. II A!, this experimen-

FIG. 2. Experimental setup required for the injection and detection of
two counterpropagating laser beams. Dotted lines show elements that a
in the plane of the optical table.L1 (L2), injection and detection lens; PBS
polarized beam splitter; QW, quarter-wave plate; and F, low-pass filter. N
that L2 is placed onto a piezoelectric element~gray rectangle!. Also shown
is the imaging part: LED, light-emitting diode~480 nm!; DM, dichroic
mirror; and FI, low-pass filters for imaging.L3 is a planoconvex lens used t
image the focal plane ofL2 on a CCD camera. The chamber is placed on
independent piezoelectric element~gray rectangle!. See Secs. II B 1 and
II B 4 for explanations.
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tal setup consists of two identical water immersion len
@UPLAPO 60X/W/IR, Olympus, Zu¨rich, Switzerland~NA
51.2, dBA57.2 mm, 285mm working distance!# that form
an afocal optical system.18,19 Before entering a lens, the co
limated laser, which has been conditioned to have a~1,
21,0,0! polarization state ~vertical p state in Stokes
notations!20 is reflected by a PBS element~PBS-I!. When
passing through the two lenses and the two QWs, the sta
light polarization is first changed to~1,0,0,1! and then to
~1,1,0,0! ~horizontal p state!. Therefore, the next PBS
~PBS-I! transmits the laser beam. Finally, a third PB
~PBS-D! redirects the laser beam to a two-dimensional P
detector~detectorA! ~DL-10, UDT, Hawthorne, CA!. Since
this setup is fully symmetric, laserB @incoming polarization
state~1,21,0,0!# can be also injected and detected witho
any significant loss of power on detectorB. For laserA,
parasite reflections measured at pointsC and D are smaller
than 2%~see Fig. 2!. Similar values have been obtained f
laserB.

As shown in Sec. I, the two counterpropagating laserA
andB have to be superimposed~i.e., they should nearly focus
at the same point! to allow a high trapping efficiency. Fo
this reason, lensL2 is placed onto aXYZ flexure stage
~MDT631, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ! operated by a three-axi
piezocontroller~MDT690, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ!.

2. Beam shaping and conditioning

Since we underfill the back aperture of microsco
lensesL1 and L2 , trapping along theZ axis with a single
laser beam is far from being stable. However, we need—
alignment procedures—to be able to trap with a single be
at least when small forces~,20 pN! are applied. For this
reason, beam shaping and conditioning have to be done c
fully and have to minimize as possible optical aberratio
and wave-front distortions~see Fig. 3 for a schematic repre
sentation of the experimental setup!.

Each single-mode diode laser@5431-G1, SDL, San Jose
CA ~l5830 nm, maximum power 200 mW!# is driven with
an external module~laser diode driver model 505, Newpor
Irvine, CA! and is temperature controlled~temperature con-
troller model 325, Newport, Irvine, CA!.21 The collimated
delivered beam is Gaussian TEM00 mode and rectangula
shaped (;5.231.7 mm). The diode laser has been moun
to deliver a ~1,0,1,0! polarized beam. Beam shaping
achieved using anamorphic prisms~06GPA004, Melles
Griot, Irvine, CA! that produce a square-shaped beam~;5.2
mm, full length!. To prevent back reflections and redu
mode hopping of the laser, we use optical isolators~IO-5-
830-LP, Optics for Research, Caldwell, NJ!. Note that the
electric field experiences a 45° rotation when pass
through this latter optical element. Therefore, the state
polarization is now~1,21,0,0!. Finally, the beam is spatia
filtered using two identical achromat doublets~focal length:
100 mm! and a 40mm pinhole @mounted on anXYZ lens
positioner~LP-1-XYZ, Newport, Irvine, CA!#. After this fil-
tering, the laser beam shows a clean Gaussian profile wit
isotropic circular shape (dLB;5 mm) and can be finally in-
jected through the microscope lenses.
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The above-described arrangement has been found t
low for precise conditioning and to minimize loss of pow
through the different optical element. For a maximum out
power of 200 mW of the laser diode, we measure a value
;75 mW at the trap focus.

3. Detector

For each laser, a two-dimensional PSD detector dire
measures the quantitiesI X and I Y ~in volts! that appear in
Eqs. ~4a! and ~4b! and that are relevant to determine t
force @Eqs. ~5a! and ~5b!#. In addition, a voltage, directly
proportional to the light intensity, is readout from each PS
To reduce noise, the electronic circuit~needed for proper
signal conditioning! is placed in a shielded box next to th
detector.

4. Chamber, imaging, flow system

The chamber and flow system we use is similar to
ones described in Ref. 22. Typically, the chamber itself c
sists of two parafilm layers sealed on two microscope cov
glass No. 1. Prior to sealing, the parafilm layers are cu
define a channel (5033.530.3 mm) for fluid injection and a
;100mm glass tube~inner diameter! is inserted between th
parafilm layers. Two holes are drilled within the chamber
define an inlet and an outlet for liquid. The;300-mm-thick
chamber is then placed on an aluminum holder. A glass

FIG. 3. Double-beam conditioning. A description of parts can be found
the text~Sec. II B 2!. Note ~i! that the separation between the two lensesL4

~focal length f 4! is chosen as 2f 4 and ~ii ! kinematic mirrors are used to
redirect the beam onto the PBS~Fig. 2!.
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cropipette is pulled from a glass capillary~outer diameter
;80 mm! to obtain a,1 mm diam on one side. The micropi
pette is finally inserted inside the;100 mm tube and con-
nected to a manual syringe to allow suction of micron-siz
beads. An important point is that the nearly coincident foc
of the two counterpropagating laser beams defines a fi
location in space~Sec. II B 1!. For this reason, the chambe
has to be placed on an element that allows movement
three-dimensions, independently of theXYZ flexure stage
used to align the lasers. This element is composed of
one-dimensional translation stages~TSX-1D, Newport, Irv-
ine, CA! that have a 25 mm travel range in theZ direction.
These stages hold a three-axis piezoelectric flexure sca
~517.3CL, Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany! that
has a maximum extension of 100mm for theX andY direc-
tions and 20mm along theZ axis, respectively~Fig. 2!. Each
axis is operated by a voltage signal~0–100 V! provided by
an amplifier module~E-503.00, Physik Instrumente, Wald
bronn, Germany!. This voltage is controlled by an analo
signal~0–10 V! applied to the standard coaxial inputs of th
amplifier. For accurate movements~closed-loop operation!, a
servocontroller~E-509.C3, Physik Instrumente, Waldbron
Germany! is also used.

For a typical experiment, the pipette and the trapp
bead have to be imaged onto a charge-coupled-device~CCD!
camera~Fig. 4!. A planoconvex lensL3 is, therefore, used to
image the specimen plane~the focus of the objective lenses!
onto the chipset of the CCD camera~VCB-3424, MSM Trad-
ing, Basel, Switzerland!. Light is provided by a light-
emitting diode~LED! (l5480 nm), which is first reflected
by a dichroic mirror~600DRLP, Omega Optical, Brattleboro

n

FIG. 4. Typical image of the micropipette~aperture,1 mm! holding a
polystyrene bead~diameter, 3.10mm!. The polystyrene bead in the uppe
part of the image~diameter, 2.90mm! is trapped by the two counterpropa
gating laser beams. For a typical stretching experiment, a single molecu
placed between the two beads and the micropipette~placed onto a piezo-
electric element! is moved with nanometer accuracy.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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VT! and then injected intoL1 ~Fig. 1!. The pipette is brough
to the specimen plane using both manual translation sta
and a piezoelectric device~see above!. Note, finally, that
additional low-pass filters@labeled FI in Fig. 2~Schott, Feld-
bach, Switzerland!# are used to eliminate unwanted IR radi
tion on the CCD.

Fluid delivery is controlled using pressure bottles and
automatic valve system~MVP, Hamilton, Reno, NV!. Pres-
sure bottles are used either to contract or expand the ai
the different buffer solutions, which are afterwards inject
in the chamber by the valve system.22 The flow rate in the
chamber is directly proportional to the difference in heig
between the liquid in the buffer solution and the waste so
tion ~connected to the outlet of the chamber! times the ap-
plied pressure~vacuum!. In contrast to peristaltic pumps
such a system has no mechanical parts and, therefore,
duces steady flow streams with pN accuracy.

5. Automation

We use Labview~National Instruments, Austin, TX! to
fully control and operate our instrument. Two cards@PCI-
6031E and PCI-6704, 16 bits resolution, 100 kSample
~National Instruments, Austin, TX!# allow us ~i! to output
voltages on the different piezoelectric elements,~ii ! to ac-
quire analog signals from the detectors and the pressure
sors, and~iii ! to control the shutters~846HP, Newport, Irv-
ine, CA!. In addition, the valve system is controlled via th
serial port of the PC through a PXI-1002 chassis~National
Instruments, Austin, TX!. Finally, we use a frame grabbe
~PCI-1408, National Instruments, Austin, TX! to process im-
ages acquired on the CCD camera.

C. Results

We already have emphasized that the main advantag
the dual-beam OT lies in the fact that we measure dire
the difference in light momentum flux~Secs. I and II A!.
Therefore, we are able to determine the force acting on
trapped particle without any knowledge of the trap stiffne
In other words, the instrument should always give a corr
measure of the force acting on the particle even if some lo
parameters~e.g., power of the laser, index of refraction, et!
change. In this section, we first briefly describe the calib
tion procedure needed to determine the force from ou
detector signals. As a benchmark test, we pull a dsD
single molecule beyond its entropically regime. Then,
demonstrate that the calibration is independent of local v
ables~laser power, size of the trapped particle!. Finally, the
performances of the instrument are highlighted.

1. Calibration procedure and overstretching of dsDNA

The calibration only needs to be done once since o
the quantitiesa @the detector efficiency, V W21 ~at the trap!#
and R ~the effective radius of the detector,m! have to be
known to get the force@Eqs.~5a! and~5b!#. Other quantities
~i.e., focal length! are obtained from the manufactures.a can
be easily determined using a power meter, andR using a
collimated laser mounted on anXY translation stage.

To test this calibration, we have recorded the force a
function of the displacement of a trapped particle~in the
Downloaded 03 Jun 2002 to 131.152.1.1. Redistribution subject to AIP
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specimen plane!, while gradually increasing the speed of th
flow in the chamber. From the slope of the force versus d
placement plots,23 the value of the trap stiffnessK can be
determined~Table I!. Alternatively, the stiffness of an optica
trap ~i.e., for a low Reynolds number! can be estimated from
the power spectral densitySFF( f ) of the thermal force fluc-
tuations using5

SFF~ f !5
2kTg f 2

p~ f 21 f c
2!

, ~6!

where g is the viscous drag,f c the corner frequency@ f c

5(2pg)21 K#, and kT54.1 pN nm at room temperature
For our experiment, spherical particles are used and
trapped far away from the chamber walls. Therefore, the
cous drag is easily computable. As a consequence, the
stiffness can be determined, independently of the calibra
procedure.5

As seen in Table I, the stiffness values measured us
~i! a robust and widely used calibration method~thermal
fluctuations! and ~ii ! the change in light momentum flux ar
in good agreement. This comes from the fact that nearly
the rays are collected with our high-NA condenser lens, e
when diffraction effects are expected to be important~i.e.,
l<d!. This last result undoubtedly demonstrates the valid
of the calibration procedure.

As a typical benchmark test, we show in Fig. 5 a typical
overstretching curve of a single 10 kbp ds-DNA molecu
For this experiment, a micron-sized polystyrene bead~Bangs
laboratories, Fishers, IN!—coated with Streptavidin
receptors—was first trapped by the lasers. The micropip
was approached close enough to the bead and suction
applied with a syringe to hold this 3.10-mm-diam bead on the
clear aperture of the micropipette~Fig. 4!. The micropipette
was then retracted away from the trap and a second b
~coated with one ds-DNA, 2.90mm in diameter! was injected
in the chamber and trapped. The activation of this latter b
follows the procedure described in Ref. 24. Briefly, it co
sists of ~i! chemically activating the microsphere and c
valently attaching a thiol-modified 58-end of the dsDNA to
the surface of the bead and~ii ! attaching a Biotin ligand
group to the other 38-end. Since Biotin and Streptavidin hav
a strong affinity, the experiment consists of moving the m
cropipette around the trapped bead until a hookup is felt
the detectors.

TABLE I. Stiffness of the optical trap~pN mm21! determined from~i! force
vs displacement measurements (K!) and ~ii ! the corner frequency of the
power spectral density of the force fluctuations~Sec. II C 1! (Kd). Stiff-
nesses have been measured for different bead sizes and different laser
ers at the focus. Also shown is the percentage of light collected by
microscope lenses.

K! ~pN mm21! Kd ~pN mm21! Light
collected

~%!Diameter~mm! 150 mW 80 mW 150 mW 80 mW

7.00 5765 2963 6163 3163 .99
3.10 14469 7366 14464 7463 .99
1.87 265612 140610 25665 13864 .99
0.60 140610 7266 15465 8065 97
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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The DNA overstretching curve~Fig. 5! shows, as ex-
pected, a plateau at 68 pN~S transition! @150 mM NaCl,
Hepes bufferpH 7.5#, in excellent agreement with previou
experiments.10,12,25

2. Power and bead size dependence

Figure 6 shows the force acting on a polystyrene mic
sphere~3.10 mm in diameter! as a function of the speed o
flow. For a total power of 150 mW, the force shows—
expected—a linear behavior as a function of the app
pressure. Decreasing the total power of the laser should
affect the force acting on the trapped particle but sho
dramatically decrease the trapping efficiency. In other wo
the stiffness of the light lever is modified when the power
the lasers is changed~see the inset of Fig. 6! and a new
calibration should be performed for a single-beam OT ins
ment to accurately determine the force acting on the trap
particle. With our instrument we, however, directly measu
the change in light momentum flux. Therefore, the force v
sus applied pressure plots measured for different laser p
ers show a unique linear dependence.

We now demonstrate that the momentum flux senso
independent of the bead size. For this purpose, different b
sizes were trapped by the lasers and the detector ou
were recorded as a function of the fluid velocity@Fig. 7~A!#.
According to Stokes law, the slopesSStokes of the obtained
curves should be proportional to the diameter of the trap
particles. As a result, the quantityF/vflow5SStokes ~i.e., the
frictional force divided the fluid velocity! should be a linear
function of the bead diameter. This is exactly what is o
tained in our measurements@Fig. 7~B!#.

3. Thermal noise and trapping efficiency

The thermal noise level (pN2/Hz) of the instrument has
been obtained from the power spectrum measured with a
bit card over a large bandwidth~10–50 kHz!.5 For a 3.10-
mm-diam bead, the noise level is constant~white noise! for
frequencies below 785 Hz~corner frequencyf c! and about

FIG. 5. Typical overstretching curve obtained on a single 10 kbp ds-D
molecule@150 mM NaCl, Hepes bufferpH 7.5#. Note that the length of the
dsDNA was inferred from the distance of the two beads~see Ref. 23!.
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4gkT54.731024 pN2/Hz @Eq. ~6!#. This noise is mainly of
thermal origin since other sources of noise have been m
mized. The noise drops rapidly for frequencies abovef c and
reaches a value of about 131027 pN2/Hz for frequencies
above 40 kHz. As mentioned above~Sec. II C 1!, this behav-
ior is characteristic of a particle that has a low Reyno
number and that moves in a parabolic potential well.5 Note,
finally, that for a typical experiment the detector signal
low-pass filtered to cut high frequencies and to prevent al
ing.

The performance of the instrument can be discusse
terms of a dimensionless factorQ, known as the trapping
efficiency.Q is related to the maximum trapping forceF trap

and the laser powerP through the following relation:

F trap5nQP/c. ~7!

The Stokes law calibration~Sec. II C 2! allows us to deter-
mine F trap. We found values of 200, 145, and 36 pN, f
bead diameters of 3.10, 1.87, and 0.60mm, respectively. This
givesQ values of 0.30, 0.22, and 0.05, respectively. Clea

A

FIG. 6. Force as a function of the fluid velocity~3.10-mm-diam bead!.
Empty circles, 150 mW; filled circles, 84 mW; triangles, 50 mW; stars,
mW. Solid line, linear fit to the data. In the inset is shown the dependenc
the trap stiffness as a function of the total laser power~i.e., for the two laser
beams!. Note that the trap stiffness can be easily obtained from a fit of
power spectrum with a Lorentzian function~Sec. II C 1!.

FIG. 7. ~A! Force as a function of the applied pressure~3.10-mm-diam
bead!. Note that the force readings start to be nonlinear at;170 pN ~Sec.
II D !. ~B! Ratio of the frictional force and the fluid velocity as a function
the bead diameter. Solid lines, linear fits to the data.
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the momentum flux sensor shows a high trapping efficie
and reaches high forces as compared to single-beam
For instance, the maximum force that can be applied o
micron-size bead with single-beam OTs is only of about
pN.19,26

D. Discussion

In the previous sections, we have shown that the calib
tion procedure is independent of both the power of the las
and the size of the particle. But, we also have checked
the calibration of the instrument is independent of other lo
parameters such as the index of refraction of the particle
the surrounding buffer, and the shape of the trapped par
~not shown!.8

An important assumption made for the derivation of E
~5a! and ~5b! is that all the rays are collected. If this wou
not be the case, then the detector readings would be ina
rate. For all bead sizes investigated~0.60, 1.87, 3.10, and
7.00mm!, the percentage of light collected by the conden
lens was larger than 97. This, therefore, indicates the vali
of the approach we have used. We emphasize that the u
low-NA lenses ~smaller than 1!, possible with dual-beam
OTs,8 is not recommended when using bead sizes com
rable to the wavelength of the laser. Indeed, scattering eff
are important in this case. As a consequence, the percen
of light collected after the condenser lens will be proba
smaller than 90%, which reduces the accuracy of the ins
ment. Moreover, the force readings can be inaccurate f
high-NA lens when the force is so high that part of the la
spot hits the back aperture of the lens. For our lens (dBA

57.2 mm,f 53 mm), and the size of the laser (dLB

;5 mm), the force readings start to be inaccurate for for
greater than;170 pN at full laser power@Fig. 7~A!#, well
above any reported force involved in biological transitions
molecular motor processes.6,7

Let us finally point out that dual-beam OTs, if muc
more powerful than single-beam OTs, suffer also from lim
tations. Among them, optical drift is a real nuisance in t
experiment and has to be corrected@e.g., by the use of a
piezoelectric element placed on one of the microscope ob
tives~Sec. II B 1!#. This procedure has been automized in o
instrument.

III. THIRD TRAP

As seen the previous sections, lasersA and B share a
common focus, which defines a fixed location in space
the trap. As a consequence, the trapped bead canno
steered~with the above-described setup! in three-dimensions
We now describe the implementation of a single-beam
~used as a handle! that allows movements of another trapp
object with a;40 nm accuracy in the specimen plane. In t
following sections, we will use the same notations as in S
II.

A. Requirements for a steerable trap

Because a single-beam OT is used to steer the trap
back aperture of the microscope has to be overfilled~Sec. I!.
Moreover, the incoming laser beam~laser C! should pivot
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around the objective entrance aperture to ensure a st
trapping when moving the trap. In their review paper, Sv
boda and Block5 have presented many experimental setu
that fulfill this latter requirement. Among them, the use o
piezoelectric gimbal mirror, which is placed in a plane co
jugate to the back aperture of the microscope, is certa
best suited~see below!.27 Indeed, such an arrangement a
lows fast steering of the trap28 and has less constraints~in
terms of distances between the different optical eleme!
than usual steering setups.

1. Steering in the specimen plane (X, Y directions)

To steer the beam in the specimen plane, we need
image the back aperture of the microscope lens~e.g., L1 ,
Fig. 2! onto a device that has angular movements only~e.g.,
a gimbal mirror!. To accomplish this, two lenses@say, Lxy8
~focal lengthf xy8 ! andLxy9 ~focal lengthf xy9 !# have to be in-
serted between the back aperture of the microscope lens
the gimbal mount. Moreover, the relationship between
distancesdgs @between the plane of rotation of the gimb
mount andLxy8 ~the lens closest to the gimbal!# anddsb ~be-
tweenLxy9 and the back aperture of the microscope! should
be given by27

dgs5
f xy8

f xy9
F f xy8 1 f xy9 2

f xy8

f xy9
dsbG , ~8!

where we have assumed—for simplicity—thatLxy8 and Lxy9
are forming an afocal system. Under this condition@Eq. ~8!#,
a tilt of u of the gimbal mirror will induce a displacement o
;2 f f xy8 u/ f xy9 in the specimen plane~i.e., X and Y direc-
tions!.

2. Steering along the Z direction

As outlined by Fa¨llman and Axner,27 the beam can also
be steered along theZ direction if two additional steering
lenses@say,Lz8 ~focal lengthf z8! andLz9 ~focal lengthf z9!# are
placed in front of the gimbal mirror. When~i! Lz9 ~the lens
which is closest to the gimbal! is placed at a distance off z9
away from the gimbal and~ii ! the distance betweenLz8 and
Lz9 is aboutf z81 f z9 , a movement ofLz8 along theZ direction
will change the divergence of the beam without changing
size of the beam on the gimbal mirror~i.e., the degree of
overfilling of the microscope lens!. In this case, a translation
of Lz8 along theZ direction induces a changedztrap of the
focus ~the specimen plane! along theZ direction equal to27

dztrap5S f f xy8

f xy9 f z9
D 2

dz . ~9!

Let us point out that theZ steering is of peculiar importanc
in our instrument since lasersA ~B! and C do not have the
same divergence.

B. Instrument design

For the third beam, we use a diode laser emitting at 10
nm ~LCS-DTL-322, Laser 2000, Wessling, Germany!. The
beam has a TEM00 beam diameter of;1.5 (1/e2) and is
linear polarized~maximum output power: 1 W!. The laser
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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beam is first brought at a correct height~similar to that of
lasersA and B! using anX-beam steerer, composed of tw
45° mirrors ~Fig. 8!. To achieve proper overfilling of the
microscope back aperture~lens L1!, a 63 beam expande
~S6ASS0106, Sill Optics, Wendelstein, Germany! is then
implemented within the path. ForZ steering~Sec. III A 2!,
we use two lensesL5 ~focal length: 80 mm! and L6 ~focal
length: 62.9 mm!. These two lenses form an afocal arrang
ment and L5 is placed onto a piezoelectric eleme
~MDT631, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ!, which is operated by a
piezocontroller~MDT690, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ! and an ad-
ditional dc-stepper motor. TheXYZflexure stage~used only
in the Z direction! has a piezoelectric translation of 15mm
and a manual translation of 2 mm. This results in a maxim
change in depth of focus of;35 nm and;4.6 mm for the
piezoelectric and dc operations, respectively@Eq. ~9!, see
below for the specifications of theXY-steering lenses#.

Beam steering along theX andY directions~in the speci-
men plane! is achieved by pivoting a gimbal moun
~U200-G, Newport, Irvine, CA!. For precise movements o
the gimbal, we use closed-loop dc actuators~CMA-12CCL,
Newport, Irvine, CA! driven by a ESP300 platform~New-
port, Irvine, CA!. With such a configuration, the minima
incremental angular motion of the gimbal is 731026 rad,
yielding a minimal incremental motion of;42 nm in the
specimen plane~Sec. III A 1!. The XY-steering lenses@la-
beledL7 ~focal length: 175 mm! in Fig. 8# also are placed in
an afocal arrangement and follow the requirements~in terms
of position! mentioned in the preceding section.

After proper conditioning of the laser, the laser bea
passes through a dichroic mirror~see Figs. 2 and 8! and

FIG. 8. Setup for the steerable third trap. Note that~i! the dichroic mirror
~DM! is the same as the one shown in Fig. 2 and~ii ! lensL5 is placed on a
translation stage~gray rectangle!. The back aperture of the microscope le
L1 ~Fig. 2! is imaged onto the plane of rotation of the gimbal mirror with t
use of two identical lensesL7 that form—in our instrument—an afoca
system.
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enters microscope lensL1 . At the entrance back aperture o
L1 , we measured a 1/e2 diameter of;7.1 mm. It is impor-
tant to note that the PBS used to inject lasersA andB trans-
mits most of the 1064 nm laser beam. However, paras
back reflections of the 1064 nm laser beam can interfere w
the output readings of the detectorsA and B ~Fig. 2!. To
prevent this, we use low-pass filters@labeled F in Fig. 2
~Schott, Feldbach, Switzerland!#.

C. Discussion

The steering system presented in the previous section
found to allow precise three-dimensional movements of
trap in the specimen plane with minimal loss of the lig
when pivoting the laser beam around the entrance back
erture of the microscope lens. Moreover, it allows micro
sized movements of the trap in all three dimensions.
checked, also~by measuring the escape force on detectoA
andB as a function of the flow speed!, that this third trap has
a reasonable trapping efficiency, comparable to that
single-beam OTs. The third trap will enable the local probi
with sub-pN resolution of biological interactions along a fil
mentous molecule attached between the pipette and the d
beam tweezers. Among these interactions are protein-D
interactions13 and filamentous proteins~e.g., actin or tubulin!
interacting with other proteins~the targeting molecule will
then be attached to the third bead!. This third possibility is of
great relevance for localization of individual targets of t
investigated systems which might differ on the specific lo
tion of the interacting biological systems.
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